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ABSTRACT
Mobiles devices are very important in warless communication systems, development of accurate and reliable
mobile positioning technologies. The performance of accurate location estimation is by creating methods and
techniques deals with tracking of mobile emitter using a sequence of time difference of arrival (TDOA) and
frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) measurement. In this paper one emitter is considered to be applied. The
measurements of TDOA are defined by a region of possible emitter locations around a unique hyperbola and
then the function is approximated by Gaussian Mixture. The FDOA measurements estimate of separated
Kalman filters. Probability density function approximation by a Gaussian mixture and tracking results near the
Cramér–Rao lower bound results in a better track state. The performance of proposed Gaussian mixture
approach is evaluated using a simulation study, and compared with a bank of EKF filters and the Cramér–Rao
lower bound by using Matlab. Study Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) technique and Frequency Difference
of Arrival (FDOA) technique for localizing the emitter and proposal for enhancement in existing model by
applying a new module of tracking the emitter using TDOA and FDOA technique.
Keywords: TDOA, FDOA, Cramér–Rao and Kalman filters.

INTRODUCTION
Localization of an emitter on the surface of the Earth (geolocation) enables important applications,
both military (surveillance) and civilian (localization, law enforcement, search and rescue, etc.). In
sonar and radar, it is often of interest to determine the location of an object from its emissions. A
number of spatially separated sensors capture the emitted signal and the time differences of arrival
(TDOA’s) at the sensors are determined. Using the TDOA’s, emitter location relative to the sensors
can be calculated. The position fix is simplified when the sensors are arranged in a linear fashion.
Many optimum processing techniques have been proposed, with different complexity and restrictions.
The location system generally consists of a number of spatially well separated receivers that capture
the radiated or reflected signal from the object. Due to their large coverage, localization of a close to
Earth object by satellites has become popular in recent years. The geolocation systems currently in
operation are VOR/DME, OMEGA, LORAN C, GPS, GLONASS, and GEOSTAR, with each of
them having different coverage and accuracy. These systems are originally developed for search and
rescue, and the military. However, some of them such as GPS are available for civilian applications
after being intentionally degraded in accuracy for a better visibility of emitters, it is often
advantageous to mount sensors on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The UAVs may use small
omnidirectional antennas and measure the time of arrival of signals at the receiver. A single
measurement of this type is unable to provide any emitter-location information. When two sensors
receive the same signal, the time difference of arrival (TDOA) can be calculated. Knowing the TDOA
between the two sensors geolocalizes the emitter to a region around the points of a hyperbola. The
TDOA measurements are especially suited to the geolocation of high-bandwidth emitters, e.g., radars.
With the introduction of additional sensors (additional TDOA measurements), the emitter geolocation
can be estimated at the intersection of two or more hyperbolae. [1][2][3]
Various algorithms have been implemented in finding the device location accurate. A method called
as time difference of arrival (TDOA) is used in which the source localization is accurately found by
the intersection of the two hyper bodies generated by the emitter sources. The difference between time
of arrival (TOA) and time difference of arrival (TDOA) is also shown. [3]
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In this paper we are employing an algorithm for implementing the TDOA process for finding the
non-stationary sources accurately previously many techniques have been implemented to find the
location of an emitter. In this dissertation a non-stationary emitter is consider. The localization of such
an emitter is tedious a requires accurate measurement for localizing and tracking. Hence, for high
bandwidth emitters techniques like TDOA and FDOA extended with GMM-ITS is used for solving
this nonlinear estimation. [3][5][6].

METHODOLOGY
Signal Parameters in Geolocation
The parameters generally measured by the ES system for a pulsed signal include carrier radio
frequency (RF), pulse amplitude (PA), pulse width (PW), time of arrival (TOA), and angle of arrival
(AOA). In some systems, polarization of the input signal is measured. Furthermore, frequencymodulation- on the - pulse (FMOP) is another parameter that can be used to identify a particular
emitter and also can be used to determine the chirp rate or phase coding of a pulse compression (PC)
signal by definition continuous wave (CW) signals are generally identified as those signals whose
pulse lengths exceed several hundred microseconds. TDOA measurements are made with respect to
an internal clock on the leading edge of the pulse. Parameters measured on a single intercept are
called pulse descriptor words (PDW). The PDW form a set of vectors in the parameter space. By
matching vectors from multiple pulses, it is possible to isolate those signals associated with a
particular emitter. This process is called deinterleaving once a signal is isolated, an additional set of
signal parameters can be derived. These include:
1. The pulse repetition frequency (PRF) or its pattern (from multiple TOAs),
2. Antenna beam width from multiple PAs,
3. Antenna scans rate or type from multiple PAs,
4. Mode switching from multiple PWs and TOA, and
5. Emitter range from multiple AOAs.
Emitter Identification
Emitters are identified by comparing the characteristics derived from the intercept emissions (e.g.,
frequency, average PRI, PRI type, scan rate, scan type,) with those from known emitters that are
stored in an emitter library residing in the ES system computer. However, at times there will be more
than one emitter in the library having parameter ranges that include those of the emitter being
identified. In these cases, the intercepted emitter’s parameters are compared with those associated
with other emitters in the environment to effect the match. For example assume a threat missile is an
identification candidate and one of the other emitters is a platform radar associated with a particular
threat, and they both fall in the same AOA bin. [12] The tentative identification is probably correct. If
none of the identification candidates for the new emitter can be correlated with any of the other
emitters in the environment, then the emitter is given the identification of that particular candidate
having the greatest threat potential. [14].
Tracking
Generally tracking is the observing of persons or objects on the move and supplying a timely ordered
sequence of respective location data to a model e.g. capable to serve for depicting the motion on a
display capability. In virtual space technology, a tracking system is generally a system capable of
rendering virtual space to a human observer while tracking the observer's body coordinates. For
instance, in dynamic virtual auditory space simulations, a real-time head tracker provides feedback to
the central processor, allowing for selection of appropriate head-related transfer functions at the
estimated current position of the observer relative to the environment. [10][11]
Time of arrival (TOA)
Time of Arrival (TOA or ToA), also named Time of flight (TOF), refers to the travel time of a radio
signal from a single transmitter to a remote single receiver. By the relation between light speed in
vacuum and the carrier frequency of a signal the time is a measure for the distance between
transmitter and receiver. However, in some publications the fact is ignored, that this relation is well
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defined for vacuum, but is different for all other material when radio waves pass through. Ways of
synchronization as with TDOA, synchronization of the network base station with the locating
reference stations is important. This synchronization can be done in different ways:
1. With exact synchronous clock on both sides. Inaccuracy in the clock synchronization translates
directly to an imprecise location.
2. With two signals which have different frequencies and hence spreading speed. Distance to a
lightning strike can be measured in this way (speed of light and sound velocity).
3. Via measurement to or triggering from a common reference point.
4. Without direct synchronization, but with compensation of clock phase differences
Time Difference of Arrival
TDOA techniques are based on estimating the difference in the arrival times of the signal from the
source at multiple receivers. This is usually accomplished by taking a snapshot of the signal at a
synchronized time period at multiple receivers. The cross-correlation of the two versions of the signal
at pairs of base stations is done and the peak of the cross correlation output gives the time difference
for the signal arrival at those two base stations. A particular value of the time difference estimate
defines a hyperbola between the two receivers on which the mobile may exist, assuming that the
source and the receivers are coplanar. If this procedure is done again with another receiver in
combination with any of the previously used receivers, another hyperbola is defined and the
intersection of the two hyperbolas results in the position location estimate of the source, this method is
also sometimes called a hyperbolic position location method. The below figure illustrates how the
intersection of the two hyperbolas TDOAC-A and TDOAB-A is used to resolve the position of station
X.
FDOA
Frequency difference of arrival (FDOA), also frequently called differential Doppler (DD), is a
technique analogous to TDOA for estimating the location of a radio emitter based on observations
from other points. (It can also be used for estimating one's own position based on observations of
multiple emitters).TDOA and FDOA are sometimes used together to improve location accuracy and
the resulting estimates are somewhat independent. By combining TDOA and FDOA measurements,
instantaneous geolocation can be performed in two dimensions. It differs from TDOA in that the
FDOA observation points must be in relative motion with respect to each other and the emitter. This
relative motion results in different Doppler shifts observations of the emitter at each location in
general. The relative motion can be achieved by using airborne observations in aircraft, for example.

Figure1.The intersection of the two hyperbolas TDOAC-A and TDOAB-A is used to resolve the position of
station X.

The emitter location can then be estimated with knowledge of the observation points' location and
vector velocities and the observed relative Doppler shifts between pairs of locations. A disadvantage
of FDOA is that large amounts of data must be moved between observation points or to a central
location to do the cross-correlation that is necessary to estimate the Doppler shift. The accuracy of the
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location estimate is related to the bandwidth of the emitter's signal, the signal-to-noise ratio at each
observation point, and the geometry and vector velocities of the emitter and the observation points.
Kalman Filtering
The Kalman filter produces estimates of the true values of measurements and their associated
calculated values by predicting a value, estimating the uncertainty of the predicted value, and
computing a weighted average of the predicted value and the measured value. The most weight is
given to the value with the least uncertainty. The estimates produced by the method tend to be closer
to the true values than the original measurements because the weighted average has a better estimated
uncertainty than either of the values that went into the weighted average.
Gaussian mixture model
The most popular approach to estimate the maximum likelihood parameters of a GMM from a given
data is the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Using this approach to approximate the TDOA
pdf by a GMM for each microphone pair at each time frame t, however, would be computationally
expensive. Thus, we use a computationally less expensive method that provides comparable results to
those obtained with the EM algorithm. Presented a Gaussian mixture model of the TDOA which
couples the detection and tracking stages to enhance TDOA estimates. More specifically, our study
shows that the proposed model can efficiently be used to improve the performance of acoustic source
tracking algorithms, as it reduces the problem of erroneous TDOA estimates by incorporating the
prior information given by the predicted pdf of the TDOA. In this work, our focus was on single
source tracking problem. Future work will investigate the generalization of this approach to multiple
source tracking problem.
GMM in this paper
Passive measurements generally have non-Gaussian uncertainty in the observation space, i.e. they
usually are nonlinear. In the measurement space, TDOA and FDOA true value uncertainties given the
measurement are Gaussian, However, the transformation into the observation linear space, in this case
the two-dimensional Cartesian plane, results in very non-Gaussian probability density functions
(pdfs), as indicated by the uncertainty curves on Figures. Estimation using these measurements
becomes non-linear information fusion, which in this work is performed using the Gaussian
Measurement Mixture (GMM) algorithm. GMM filter is based on the notion that any probability
density function (pdf) may be modeled by a Gaussian mixture. Estimated pdf based on non-linear
(non-Gaussian) measurements is also non-Gaussian. Thus both state estimate and the observation
space measurement pdfs need to be modeled by Gaussian mixtures. Each element of the Gaussian
mixture is termed here a ―component‖. State estimate here is termed a ―track‖. GMM filter.
In this application both TDOA and FDOA measurements arrive simultaneously at time k, One way to
use both measurements is to introduce a ―dummy‖ time k+ 1, with zero seconds of physical time
between time k and k+1. First the GMM estimate based on the TDOA measurement is updated at time
k, and then the GMM prediction is applied between time k and k+1, and finally the FDOA
measurement is applied to update the GMM state estimate at time k+1. As the time interval between
samples k and k +1 is zero, GMM prediction at time k +1 is identical to GMM estimate at time k.
Denote by 𝑍𝑘 the measurement received at time k.
TDOA or FDOA in this case), and by𝑍𝑘 the set of all measurements received up to and including the
measurement received at time k. A posteriori track pdf at time k − 1 (after processing the
measurement 𝑍𝑘−1 is a Gaussian mixture, given by:
𝑃 𝑋𝑘−1 𝑍 𝑘−1 =

𝐶𝑘
𝑐=1 𝜉

𝑐 𝑁(𝑋𝑘−1 ; 𝑋𝑘−1|𝑘−1 𝑐 , 𝑃𝑘−1|𝑘−1 𝑐 )

(1)

TDOA/FDOA measurement GMM presentation
The same procedure is used for GMM presentation of both TDOA and FDOA measurements. In this
section TDOA measurement symbols only are used. The first step involves mapping the
measurements into regions in the surveillance domain. It involves drawing two parametric uncertainty
curves. This procedure starts by dividing each uncertainty curve by a set of points, where both sets
have the same cardinality. Then an ellipsis is inscribed within each quadrangle formed by one pair of
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points on each uncertainty curve Assume that points x1 and x2 are on one curve, and points x3 and x4
are on the other curve, and we want to define the measurement component g whose footprint is the
inscribed ellipsis. The measurement component is defined by its mean 𝑦𝑘 (𝑔) and covariance𝑅𝑘 (𝑔).

Figure2.TDOA (blue) and FDOA (red) ±σ emitter location uncertainty

The end points of one semi axis of the inscribed ellipsis are defined by
𝑥𝑐1 =

𝑥𝑐2 =

(𝑥1 + 𝑥3 )

(𝑥2 + 𝑥4 )

2

(2)

2

(3)

The length and the angle of one semi-axis of the ellipsis are given by
𝛥𝑥𝑐 = 𝑥𝑐1 − 𝑥𝑐2
𝐷𝑐 =

(4)

𝛥𝑥 𝑐

(5)

2

𝑖 𝛼c ≜ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼𝑐 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼𝑐

= 𝛥𝑥𝑐 / 𝛥𝑥𝑐

(6)

The length of the other semi axis is given by

𝐷𝑠 =

𝑋1 −𝑋3

− 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼𝑐

2

2

+

𝑋2 −𝑋4
2

=

𝑖 𝛼𝑐 +

𝜋 𝑇
2

(𝑋1 + 𝑋2 − 𝑋3 − 𝑋4 )
4

(7)

𝜋

Denote by𝑇 𝛼 = 𝑖 𝛼 𝑖(𝛼 + ) the rotation matrix. Then the center of the inscribed ellipsis is given
2

by
𝑦𝑘 𝑔 = 0.54(𝑋𝑐1 + 𝑋𝑐2 )
Which is also the mean of the measurement component corresponding to the ellipsis the covariance
matrix of the measurement component is given by.
𝑅𝑘 𝑔 = 𝑇(𝛼𝑐 )

𝐷𝑐2
0

0
𝑇(𝛼𝑐 )𝑇
𝐷𝑠2

(8)

The end result of following this procedure to transform the TDOA and FDOA measurement
uncertainties from Figure 3.5 is shown on Figure 3.6, where each measurement component is
represented by its ellipsis footprint. Without any prior information, the emitter position is equally
probable at any point of the observation space. Therefore, the probability that the emitter is within the
footprint of a measurement component is proportional to the area of the footprint.
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γ(g) ∝

Rk g

(9)

Figure3. TDOA (blue) and FDOA (red) emitter location uncertainty GMM

Computer Simulations
The results obtained by using the proposed approach(Integration of TDOA and FDOA tracking
system and by using Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM) and applying Extended Kalman Filter(EKF)
are shown in figure 4.

Figure4. Constant TDOA and FDOA curves

All the points on the solid line have the same distance difference to the two sensors and, therefore, the
same true time difference of arrival. In all other simulation the ―TDOA‖ results are not useful, due to
large estimation errors. The ―EKFb‖ results are significantly better. However the ―TFDOA‖ results
further significantly decrease estimation errors. Furthermore, the performance of ―TFDOA‖ nears the
theoretical optimum of the ―CRLB‖ curve, at least in the ―zoomed in‖ area of interest. The final
―TFDOA‖ rms estimation errors of 3.8 and 10.5 m for the case of minimal and increased
measurement errors respectively in this scenario (with the emitter more than 15 km away) are
certainly a useful outcome.
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Figure5. Minimal measurement errors – output rms errors

The position rms estimation errors and estimation bias for the case of minimal TDOA measurement
errors are presented in Figure 5.
As can be seen in Figure 5, the TDOA measurements are akin to the bearings only measurements. The
assumption is that the single emitter moves with uniform motion (constant velocity) and that the
sensors perform maneuvers to ensure observability.

Figure6. Minimal measurement errors – output

The position rms estimation errors and estimation bias for the case of minimal FDOA measurement
errors are presented in Figure 6 in this simulation experiment consists of 1000 simulation runs, each
providing 40 pairs of TDOA and FDOA measurements. Each simulation experiments consists of 40
000 filter updates. Execution times for the ―EKFb‖ simulation experiments were 270 and 340 s for the
minimal and increased measurement errors. This corresponds to 6.8 and 8.5 ms respectively per filter
update. The ―TFDOA‖ corresponding execution times were 1600 and 2300 s, which corresponds to
40 and 58 ms per filter update respectively. This fits comfortably within the real-time requirements of
2 s per filter update.
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Figure7.Increased measurement errors – output rms errors

The position rms estimation errors and estimation bias for the case of increased TDOA measurement
errors are presented in Figure 7.in this scenario the ―TDOA‖ results are not useful, due to large
estimation errors. The ―EKFb‖ results are significantly better. However the ―TFDOA‖ results further
significantly decrease estimation errors. Furthermore, the performance of ―TFDOA‖ nears the
theoretical optimum of the ―CRLB‖ curve, at least in the ―zoomed in‖ area of interest. The final
―TFDOA‖ rms estimation errors of 3.8 and 10.5 m for the case of minimal and increased
measurement errors respectively in this scenario (with the emitter more than 15 km away) are
certainly a useful outcome.

Figure8. Increased measurement errors – output bias

The position rms estimation errors and estimation bias for the case of increased FDOA measurement
errors are presented in Figure 8.

CONCLUSION
The accuracy of the location estimate is related to the bandwidth of the emitter's signal, and TDOA
and FDOA are determining the location of an object from its emissions the TDOA measurements are
nonlinear, emitter position estimation using the TDOA measurement is performed by essentially
linear operations, i.e., Kalman filter update.
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The results of this paper presented by non-Gaussian state estimate non-Gaussian TDOA measurement
by Gaussian mixtures, and also by using a dynamic Kalman filters which have small covariance.
Method proposed of filtering can be accomplished in real time with only modest computational
resources. The last part of this paper shown performance of the proposed algorithm, , significantly
improves upon the EKF based industry standard, and is near theoretical Cramér–Rao bounds.
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